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Number of evaluations: 4

What was your main takeaway from today's workshop?

Gratitude for this safe and comforting space

Mental Health awareness is very important for everyone including people of color. It felt great to attend an
event like this that focuses on Black People.

I loved everything

Self-care is important.

How might you use what you learned today?

This workshop informed me how to lead a good/healing meeting for ppl of color

I want to use what I learned today to inform other Black people, especially Black Men, that mental health
doesn't mean crazy. We can't keep things bottled up. Talking to someone is ok.

Spreading the information that I received in the webinar today

I will research the resources that were shared.
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For Black students

Not at all Yes

Not at all Yes

Not at all Yes
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Not at all Yes

Not at all Yes

Is there anything else you'd like to share about your experience?

Great host, great experience, great resources. I'm happy to know that there are a lot of options available.

It was very educational
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For Allies

How did it feel to be an ally in a space that centered Black people?
and/or receiving mental health support?

(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

love it. the black community are leaders and examples for all ppl.

Not at all Yes
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Outcomes
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How can we improve this event in the future?

Maybe more advertising and marketing. Have Professors offer students extra credit for attending.

No improvement needed

What other topics would you like to see addressed in future workshops that
relate to mental health and / or the arts?

How to deal with gun violence
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Demographics

Major

Cannabis Urban Agriculture Program 1

Criminal Justice 1
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